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Module overview
Broad learning objectives
By the end of the module
Students must summarize why we need to change the way we use resources and design the
things we use.
Students must explain the various aspects of sustainability and how a balance of all three is
required to achieve sustainability, with an example.
Students must visualize the ecosystem in which a product exists, and map out all the entities
and stakeholders involved.
Students must be able to think holistically, suggest changes to existing ecosystems and judge
the potential consequences of each decision.
Students must explain the lifecycle of a product, the different phases with appropriate
examples.
Students must be able to explain the sustainable design strategies with examples from their
own context.
Students must know how to apply sustainable design strategies during different phases of
the design process of their product or service.
Students must redesign an unsustainable product using the learnings from this module and
present their redesign concisely and creatively.


Desired attitude shift
Students should be
Able to realize their role in shaping society as future creators.
Motivated to move towards more sustainable ways of creating products and solutions
Understand the impact of even the smallest design decisions on how people use a product or
service, and in turn, its effect on society
Understand the impact of unsustainable products and services on the planet and the
urgency with which we need to deal with it.
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Structure of the module
The existing design team from CBSE has already specified a set of modules for each class and
allocated 160 hours of design thinking classes for class 10th students. Within the duration of 160
hours, there are some modules having a duration of 12, 18 or 32 hours. The module chosen for
this project is “sustainability and design” and has been allocated 18 hours. The 18 hours is
inclusive of 12 hours of classes and 8 hours of homework. This subject will be taught weekly
once in a 2-hour session

Time alloted for the module

Main ideas


The whole module is split into four main ideas, which have been elaborated below, with the
topics and subtopics


2

1
Whats and whys of 


Look, it's a system!

sustainability

Our relationship with resources

Everything is interconnected

What does sustainability mean for us?

3

4
Resource to product to... 


Sustainability strategies and 


resource?

technologies

Birth to death of a product: product

Sustainable design strategies

lifecycle
Sustainable technologies, grassroot
innovation

Main ideas and topics
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Session split up



As mentioned earlier, there will be six 2-hour sessions in total, and the content to be covered is
distributed as follows:


Session split up
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Learning theories and techniques
Constructionist theory


The constructionist theory assumes that learners already have prior knowledge and mental
models and that a learner can construct their own knowledge and emphasizes the learner’s
active engagement in what they are learning. Therefore, it was decided that the constructionism
theories could be used to design the activities for this module since this is a subject that aims to
bring about a certain attitude shift in the minds of the learners, as well as learning skills and
knowing how to apply them. 


The lesson has been designed keeping the following points in mind
Building on existing knowledge of the concepts
Active engagement of students in what they are learning
Learning how to learn beyond the classroom
Learning by doing
Designing relatable activities for the students’ context
Passive role of teacher as a moderator



Kolbs Experiential learning cycle


The experiential learning cycle introduced by David Kolb in 1984, contains a four-stage cycle of
learning and four separate learning styles. Effective learning is seen when a learner progresses
through a cycle of four stages. 


Kolb’s experiential learning cycle
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Firstly the learner has a concrete experience, which could be a new experience or situation, or
a reinterpretation of existing experience in the light of new concepts. The learner then observes
and reflects on that experience leading to them forming abstract concepts or modification of
existing concepts. The learner finally applies what they understood, conducts experiments,
resulting in new experiences.

Activities
The activities for this module were designed with the learning theories mentioned in the
previous sections. There are 3 types of activities in this module, they are:

1

Class activity

2

To be done in the class
hours, in groups or
individually.

3

Home activity

Long activity
To be done in the class
hours, in groups of 3,
lasts throughout module.

To be done at home,
individually

Types of activities

The class activities, along with the content delivery, follows the kolb’s experiential learning cycle,
and can be summarized as follows:
Listen to stories/ do skits, read articles in
class activities
Experience/ seeing concept in action

Teacher helps students express what
they observed with questions
Observation/ asking questions about it

Concept applied in long group activity
Experimentation/ trying out learned knowledge

Teacher uses exposure presentations to
help students understand the idea
Conceptualization/ understanding through
presentations

Design of class activities

Class activities 

The class activities are done during class hours, either individually or as a group. They will be
based on the story discussed above. The teacher does not “conduct” the activities, but facilitates
them, while students take up the dominant role. Eventually, the teacher helps students to
understand the idea in the end.
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Home activities 

The home activities are kept simple and group activities at home are avoided. In fact, students
get almost half of their class hours to work on their group activities so that they do not have to
worry about collaboration at home. 



Long activity

The long group activity was introduced as it ties together the main ideas learnt by the students
and they have something solid to show in the end of their 12 hours of learning and creating. The
students work together during the class time on the same topic, and give a final presentation in
the end.


1

4

Choosing a product

2

Understanding present
ecosystem and its issues

Redesign of product, updating ecosystem and lifecycle,
creating final presentation

3

5

Understanding lifecycle
and identifying gaps

Presenting the redesign,
Q&A session

Long activity

Long activity discussions

Students will be given time during class hours to discuss with their teammates about the long
activity. If possible, access to resources such as internet connection, relevant books and articles
can be provided to the students during their discussion time. The teacher can move from one
group to another to discuss their doubts during this time. 


Element of interchangeability 

Many of the designed activities have parts of them that can be modified by teachers who feel the
need for more contextual examples since the target audience is an extremely diverse group.
Examples and stories which students can relate to can really enhance the learning experience
and understanding of the students. Teachers will have to customize some parts of the activity
and will be guided on doing so in the information sheet.


Exposure presentations
It was decided that instead of giving students “lectures” or lengthy pages in the textbook to read,
presentations would be used to convey the ideas. The presentations would have to be/have:
Simple visual language
Visually engaging
Lightweight and easy to understand 
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The presentations too can be edited if the teacher feels that they have better examples to help

their students understand the concept.



Assessment



Rubrics are great for students: they let students know what is expected of them, and help them

understand the grading logic and expectations for an activity or a project. There are many ways

to formulate assessment rubrics but for this module, a five-point rubric was chosen, which can

be translated to grades. At the end of every task book section, the assessment rubrics will be

available for the session activities and tasks. Students can also refer to their task book to view

their assessment by the teacher, who may also write some comments.



Self-assessment for attitude shift 


Measuring attitude shift will require a longitudinal study, so a self-assessment at the end of the

course seemed more practical. This is included as the last home assignment for the students to

fill up and submit. This could be used to further develop the module in the upcoming academic

sessions.



Session wise and Long activity performance 


This measures their performance in the class and home activities and is done for every topic.

Long activity performance looks at the student’s performance and contribution to the long

activity over the course of the entire module.



More on this will be elaborated in the upcoming sections.


Beginning


Developing


Promising


Proficient


Excellent


1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6

7 - 8

9 - 10

Only C1 was

C1 and C2

C1 and C2 were

C1, C2 and C3

C1, C2, C3 and C4

satisfied


were satisfied



satisfied and C3

were satisfied

were satisfied

was partially




satisfied





C1

C2

C3

C4

Example rubrics
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Documents/Artefacts


Along with the lesson plan document that you are reading right now, there is an information
sheet that contains further details about the content and activities. The exposure presentations
are to be used while delivering the lectures and the students are meant to have a task book
each. A summary of the contents of each document is written below:



Lesson plan

Contains the module introduction, session wise plans, elaboration of all activities and topic-wise
assessment



Information manual

Contains further elaboration of the content for teacher’s reference, further reading and
references



Taskbook

Is meant for the students to use, has a brief introduction to the module, “big questions” to
answer, activities instructions and writing/drawing area, final feedback and appendix 



Exposure presentations

Shown to students after activities completed, contain the things to be tauhgt, can be accessed
later by students. 


Lesson plan

Information


Exposure


manual

presentations

Task book

Documents/artefacts
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Session wise plans
The following are the plans for each individual session. It will cover events to be conducted
(discussion, activity, long activity discussion), the materials required and suggested durations for
each event.



In the class 

The following is a table that summarizes the events that happen in the class:


Class events description

Materials needed

Activity 1:


Chits with words written,

Students pick chits and use the word they

basket, timer.


Duration

20 mins

picked to write a paragraph

Refer to information sheet 1


Class events description
We have the first column that talks about the event, further details about which can be found in
the information sheet mentioned below. The materials required are placed next to the first
column that talks about what would be required to conduct this event. The last column is the
recommended duration for which this activity should run. The long activity will also be tabulated
along with the other class events.



Home activity

The home activities will be tabulated in a similar manner as the class activities


Home activity description

Materials needed

Home activity 1:


Access to the internet,

Students research the specific topic they

rough paper

have chosen and create a poster depicting
the issue.

Refer to information sheet 4


Home activity description
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Duration

1 hour

Assessment

For each topic, there will be an initial scoring. It could be one or more activities. For a session,
Activity x will be scored like this:



Topic1: Criteria for Activity x:
Criteria 1
Criteria 2 …


Then, the teacher evaluates each activity and grades the student according to their performance
Beginning

1-2

Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Only C1 was
satisfied


C1 and C2
were satisfied



C1 and C2 were
satisfied and C3
was partially
satisfied







Proficient

7-8
C1, C2 and C3
were satisfied

Excellent

9 - 10
C1, C2, C3 and C4
were satisfied

C1
C2
C3
C4
Example rubrics

Score (topic 1) = [Score(activity 1) + score(activity 2) .. ] / number of activities under topic 1

Score(session 1) = [score(topic 1) + score(topic 2) …]/ number of topics

Final score = [ Score(session 1) + score(session 2) ….. ] / number of sessions (5)


The final score will be translated to grades as follows:



Final grading
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General preparation before sessions

Reading through the information sheet will help the teachers conduct discussions better and

will enable them to think of contextual example

Some of the activities require the teacher to switch out parts from a template and use

relevant examples, this can greatly help students understand bette

The long activity requires students to pick a product that they think may can be designed to

be more sustainable. The teacher can use the standard list of prodcts or create a unique list

which may be more suitable for the students’ contexts.

Suggested time allocation



Following is the suggested distribution of time for all the actvities, presentations and

discussions, although the teacher is allowed to change it as she feels is more appropriate.

Suggested time allocation
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Session 1 | Whats and whys of sustainability

Session overview 



Why do we need to change the way we make things? This is an introductory session on

sustainable design. Students learn about the change in relationship with resources, and how this

trend must not continue. They learn about what sustainability is and isn’t, and how it is not just

about the environment but also about other aspects of society too.


Session-specific learning objectives

Describe how humans used resources as they transitioned from one society to another.

Justify why the trend of intensive resource usage by humans can not continue.

Elaborate on the different aspects (pillars) of sustainability, and the importance of achieving

equal progress in each of the pillars.

Analyze the positive and negative impact of an object on the different aspects of

sustainability.

Preparatio

Teacher must go through section 1 of the Information sheet, and is advised to visit the

supplementary links give

Teacher must decide 4 time periods from Indian history for activity 1, and choices are left up

to teacher to make the activity more relevant for students of a certain region

Arrange for very simple props relevant to the above time periods (ask students to make it

beforehand and reuse for every year

Ensure all students have task book

Prepare a list of 15 items specific to student's context and cultures for the long activity

preparation
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Session 1 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Duration

Topic 1: How did we use resources? How did it change?
Introduction


10 mins









Get students to settle down, and start the session
by talking about the course, how long it will last, the
kind of activities they will be doing and the long
activity. Explain to students about what ideas and
attitude changes they are expected to leave the
course with.


Discussion 1.1: What do we already know about

5 mins






resources? How do we use resources now? Is it
different from how we used it before?

Refer to information sheet 1 (content section)


Activity 1 (Experience)


Some small props,

Through this activity, the students have to

parts of costume from

understand how our relationship with resources

each time period. Task

changed over time and explain to the teacher who

book has further

becomes a member of the audience.


information in

Further instructions in next section



appendix




50 mins










Post activity discussion (Observation)


Exposure ppt1.1









Exposure presentation (Conceptualization)


15 mins









The transitions of human society and what kind of
changes in the environment it brought

What happens if we extrapolate these trends?






Topic 2: What does the term sustainability mean for us?

Mind mapping


Board, marker/chalk or

What does sustainability mean to you? The class

marker

goes up to the board and mind-maps their thoughts
on sustainability - what does the word mean, where
do you hear it, is it necessary? how can it be done?
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5 mins

Events

Exposure presentation


Materials

Exposure ppt 1.2









Duration

10 mins






Sustainability is a continuously evolving journey, not
a goal. Is it really up to us to "save the earth" or are
we just trying to save ourselves?



5 mins




Discussion 1.2: The notorious plastic bags 

Refer to information sheet 1 (content section)



Exposure presentation:


Exposure ppt 3


5 mins






Aspects of sustainability - Sustainability is not just in
measured in terms of what happens to the
environment, but also society and economy.



Home Activity 1 briefing



5 mins



Long activity preparation


10 mins

Students are divided into groups of 3. Groups
choose a product to redesign from a given list/on
their own. List of group names, members and
products to be submitted to the teacher by the next
session.


Session 1 Plan | Home

Home activity description

Materials

Duration

Home activity 1:


Access to the internet,

1 hr


Students choose an object, and understand both

rough paper




positive and negative impacts it has had on each
pillar of sustainability. They answer some prompts
along with this. 

Further instructions in next section
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Session 1 | Activity Elaboration
Class Activity 1 - Getting my lunch

Group

50 mins

Skit/Role-playing

Description

Helps students understand that as humans evolved, their usage patterns changed, and as
the population increased, humans needed more and more, and faster. The students use
the supplementary information provided, create an impromptu skit and explain their
thoughts and observations to the teacher who becomes a member of the audience.


Why this activity?

Through this activity, the students have to understand how a simple thing like lunch
required different ways to collect resources, and how they handle leftovers could reflect
their attitude towards resources. They get more involved in the little things that change as
human society progressed and this drives home the point that as society progressed,
their impact on their surroundings increases.



Preparation
The teacher must decide 4 time periods from Indian
history for activity 1 (from hunter-gatherers to presentday society). Choices are left up to the teacher to make
the activity more relevant for their students
Some information about the time periods must be given
to the students (printed sheets, articles) and must have:
About their lifestyles in general
Goals of individuals/societies
Daily activities of people
Impact of their activities on the environment
Arrange for very simple props relevant to the time
periods or ask students to make them beforehand and
reuse them for every year.

Learning objectives

Describe how humans
used resources as they
transitioned from one
society to another.

Materials required

Printed info sheets of
each time period, small
props & parts of costume
from each time period,
board to write


mplementation Steps
Students are given a very short brief about how humans transitioned from one kind of
society to another, and about the activity. They are informed that they are to perform
a 5-minute skit, and everyone is to participate and contribute. (5 mins)
They are then split into 4 groups and assigned a different time period - hunter-

I
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gathering, ancient civilizations, industrial age, modern age. The prepared reference
material is given to the respective groups (5 mins)
Students have around 15 minutes to prepare a short 5-minute impromptu skit about
how people of their time period got the ingredients for their lunch, made it and what
they did with the leftovers. (15 mins)
Students perform the skit - 3 to 5 mins per group (20 mins). There is no specific format
that they should follow, but the details of how people get lunch must be conveyed,
and everyone must participate
Post activity discussion for 5 mins
Material for activity present in information sheet 1
Post activity discussion

The teacher finally asks the students:
What do you predict will happen in the
future?
Can we afford to continue this trend?
What do we have to change in the
present?

Long Activity 0/3 - Preparation

Group

During the activity

As each group finishes their impromptu
skit, they are reminded to write down
their observations (in the task book). 


10 mins

Preparation

Description

Preparation for long activity - involves choosing the groups and the objects for redesign.


Preparation

Teachers must either use the provided list of objects for students to choose from or
modify the list and educate themselves about the new objects they may have added to
the list.
Implementation step
Students are divided into groups of 3 (4 if there are extra)
A list of objects to choose from (set by the teacher, based on the cultural and
geographic context) is presented to all groups
Each group chooses a name for themselves and one item which they think has
potential to be redesigned. They fill the details in the task book.
The list of teams and product chosen is given to teacher before next session.
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Home Activity 1 - Before and after


Individual

1 hr

Research + present

Description

Helps students understand that sustainability is not just about the impact anything has on
ecology, but also other social, cultural and economic factors. Students can understand
how the introduction of one product can bring about so much change. They are to collect
information and present the changes that the chosen object made in each of the pillars of
sustainability in a creative manner, which is left up to them. 


Why this activity?

This activity helps students understand the pillars of sustainability using an object of their
choice that they know and have used often. 




Preparation
Teacher can either make a separate list of objects for
this activity, or allow students to pick their long activity
object or any object of their choice.
The teacher can show them the given example for this
activity in information sheet 1, or an example of an
object more familiar to them during the exposure
presentations.

Learning objectives

Analyze the positive and
negative impact of an
object in the different
aspects of sustainability.


Materials required

Access to the internet or
other resources.


Implementation Steps
Students must first choose an object, and understand both positive and negative
impacts it has had on each pillar of sustainability. For their ease, they can just stick to
their local context, but they can talk about worldwide impacts if they prefer.
Students must answer these questions:
why did they create it?
did people learn to use it? any behaviour change after introduction of the object?
impact on the environment?
What were the changes observed in the economy where it was being produced?
They are to represent this information in a creative manner, including infographics,
newspaper articles, posters or news reports
Students are also encouraged to collect relevant articles or any form of social media to
support their content.
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Session 1 | Assesment

Topic 1: Understanding the relationship humans had with resources | Class activity 1

Criteri
Presence in skit
Contributions to skit
Noting observations of activity
Involvement, enthusiasm


Scoring
Beginning


Developing


Promising


Proficient


Excellent


1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9 - 10

Only present

Present in the

Present in the

Present in and

Present in and

in the skit.


skit and

skit and has

contributed to

contributed to

contributed in

noted their

creating the skit

creating the skit,

the planning.



observations in

and has noted

noted observations

activity book.


observations in

in activity book and




activity book

displayed




involvement and
enthusiasm

C1
C2
C3
C4

Topic 2: What does the term sustainability mean for us? | Home activity 1

Criteri
Wrote about how product was introduced
Impact in social, environmental, economic, cultural pillar
Representation of information collected in a different format
Relevance of information collected/creativity in representation
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Scoring
Beginning

1-2

Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Proficient

7-8

Excellent

9 - 10

Has written
product intro



Has written
product intro,
impact in 2 or
3 pillars 



Has written
product intro,
impact in 2 or 3
pillars and
represented it
in an interesting
format





Has written
product intro,
impact in all
pillars and
represented it in
an interesting
format


Has written
product intro,
impact in all pillars
and represented it
in a novel, creative
format




C1




C2
C3
C4

(Half colored cell indicates only 2 out of 4 pillars were covered)



Score for topics = Σ Score(activites) / number of activities

Score for session 1 = Score (Topic 1) + Score (Topic 2) / 2
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Session 2 | Look, it’s a system!

Session overview 



Everything is interconnected! Every decision we make when we design things can have huge
impacts (good or bad impacts). Students learn to look at a product’s context as a big system of
interconnected things, people, living organisms and much more. In doing so, they get a bigger
picture of how things are interconnected, helping them design more carefully and assess the
impact of whatever decision we take.



Session-specific learning objectives

Explain how viewing the entire context of any product can augment the design process.

Create an ecosystem map for a product, identifying the important stakeholder
entities(living/non-living), artefacts and the important connections between them

Modify the ecosystem map, add or remove connections and loops and introduce new
elements if necessary.

Speculate the possible impact and consequences of a product or changes made to the
ecosystem map.

Preparatio

Teacher must go through section 2 of the Information sheet, and is advised to visit the
supplementary links given

Teacher must choose the story to be told to the kids and possibly modify it according to their
context

Ensure students have task books

During the discussion session, students can sit with their groups and teacher can go around
and meet each group and clear doubts.

Teachers can also grade students during these discussions
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Session 2 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Duration

Topic 1: Everything is interconnected!
Introduction


5 mins




Get students to settle down.


Discussion 2.1: Umbrella question - with an

Picture of a tree

example of a tree (only asking open ended

ecosystem





5 mins






questions at this point)

Refer to information sheet 2 (content section)


Activity 2 (Experience)


Story of the pickle

40 mins


Teacher will read out a story and as students listen,

business, paper 





they must map out the story as an ecosystem. They














then keep grouping together to create bigger and










more detailed maps. They will also suggest changes
in the system.

Further instructions in next section


Post activity discussion (Observation)


Exposure presentation (Conceptualization)


Exposure ppt 2


Explaining how we should take a holistic view while















10 mins









designing for a context, advantages of system
thinking, the possible domino effect of seemingly
small decisions. Possible entities, Kinds of
connections. Sample map for Mrs. Preetha's pickle
business shown.


Discussion 2.2: Smallest decisions have the biggest

10 mins






impact (example from the same story elaborated by
teacher, students guess the impact)

Refer to information sheet 2 (content section)


Task book exercise (Activity 2) (Experimentation):


Task book


Students draw their individual maps on activity




books, elaborate on issues and look for possible




domino effects that could happen in the system.
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10 mins





Events

Materials

Duration
5 mins



Briefing about home activity 2


Long Activity 1/3 (Experimentation)


Access to other books,

Students apply what they have learnt about

internet (if available),

visualising the ecosystem within which a product

paper and writing tools

40 mins

belongs to. Discussion time within class hours.








Session 2 Plan | Home
Home activity description

Materials

Duration

Home activity 2:


Access to the internet,

1 hr


Students find interconnected systems in life, depict

rough paper




them and answer some prompts.

Further instructions in next section
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Session 2 | Activity Elaboration
Class Activity 2 - Mrs Preetha Prakash & her pickles

Group

40 mins

System thinking

Description

This activity involves listening to the story of Mrs Preetha Prakash and her pickle business.
On listening to the story, the students will have to create an ecosystem of Mrs Prakash's
town, its elements in it and its stakeholders. The main product here is the jar of pickles.
Students will then observe the ecosystem, various connections and modify them. They
will form bigger and bigger groups and create more detailed maps. The teacher will guide
the students in the process.


Why this activity?

This activity involves individual and collaborative parts, which helps students to learn
from each other and also constructively criticize each other’s work. Students are asked to
draw the map first with no specific template/symbols so that they can focus on the
problem area instead of representation. As they build more and more complex maps,
they can better understand the ecosystem better and can provide better solutions to
problems. 


Preparation
The story of Mrs. Preetha prakash &
her pickles can be used as it is, or can
be modified by the teacher. If the
story is being modified, the teacher
must create a new diagram, mapping
out the new ecosystem.

Implementation Steps

Learning objectives

Create an ecosystem map for a product,
Modify the ecosystem map, add or remove
connections and loops and introduce new
elements if necessary.

Materials required

Sheets of rough paper, story of Mrs.
Preetha Prakash & her pickles, board to
write 


The story of Mrs. Preetha Prakash's pickle business is read out to the students by the
teacher or another student.
As they listen, students must draw a representation (ecosystem map) of the town and
the various aspects of her business. (No specific format) (10 mins)
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once the story is done, students are asked to find a partner, and share their maps with
each other. They collaborate and create a single more detailed map.
This process is repeated twice to get one map for ~8 students. (10 mins)
Now, each group finds ways to add or drop connections to create positive ecological,
social, economic impact (10 mins)
Material for activity present in information sheet 2

Post activity discussion
Each group shares with the rest of the class their
modifications to the existing maps and finishes the rest
of the activity in the task book. (10 mins)
One person from each group is allowed to speak at a
time, and everyone who wishes to talk must be given a
chance. Students are allowed to debate and discuss
about each other’s suggestions.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of
viewing problem areas in this manner?
Did mapping out the system help you understand
the problem better?
What techniques did you use to map out the
problem area? Have you done anything like this
before?

Long Activity 1/3

Group

~ 40 + 20 mins (S2, S3)

During the activity

Ask students to note
down their individual
contributions in their task
books. Groups can sit
apart in classroom and
are allowed to discuss,
and use any resources
they wish. If the students
wish to refer to the story,
they can be given a sheet
with the story printed
(one per group) or can
ask the teacher for
details.


System thinking

Description

The first part of the long group activity involves applying what they have learnt about
visualising the ecosystem within which a product belongs to. 


Why this activity?

The long activity is meant to apply the skills and learnings they obtain during the class
activities and exposure sessions. It forms the “experiment” phase of the kolb’s cycle,
based on which the activities have been designed. In this specific part of the long activity,
they apply what they have learnt about visualising the ecosystem within which a product
belongs to.
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Preparation


Learning objective

Teachers must either

Create an ecosystem map for a product, identifying the

use the provided list of

important stakeholder entities (living/non-living),

objects for students to

artefacts and the important connections between them

choose from or modify

Modify the ecosystem map, add or remove connections

the list and educate

and loops and introduce new elements if necessary.

themselves about the

Speculate the possible impact and consequences of a

new objects they may

product or changes made to the ecosystem map.

have added to the list.

Materials required

Paper, writing tools, access to internet, books, other
resources


Implementation Steps
Students can sit in their groups and begin the discussion. For their chosen product,
students will create an ecosystem map
They must also find:
possible domino effects
connections they can make, break
observe any loops
can new elements/stakeholders be introduced
What are the long term effects of the decisions taken?
Students are free to go home, do more research and bring it back to school in the next
session, although it is not actively encouraged.
Students must be instructed to document their process clearly for future submission


During the activity

The teacher must move around each group and discuss with them if they have any
doubts. If the groups finish their work early, this time can be used to complete any
remaining parts of the session.
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Home Activity 2 - Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam

Individual

1 hr

System thinking

Description

This activity can help students understand the presence of interconnected systems in life.
Prominent environmental activist Dr. Vandana Shiva has spoken extensively about the
interconnectedness of life, emphasizing the need to view ourselves as one among the vast
web of life we call Earth.


Why this activity?

This activity unlike the ones done in class focuses on the systems that exist in and around
their own lives, without any product in focus. This helps them practice holistic thinking
and also exposes them to the work of Dr. Vandana Shiva, a prominent Indian
environmental activist. 




Preparation
Teacher can either make a separate list of
objects for this activity, or allow students to
pick their long activity object or any object
of their choice.
The teacher can show them the given
example for this activity, or an example of
an object more familiar to them during the
exposure presentations.

Learning objectives

Create an ecosystem map for a
product, identifying the important
stakeholder entities(living/non-living),
artefacts and the important
connections between them


Materials required

Access to the internet or other
resources.


Implementation Steps
Students must read/see the article/speech by Vandana Shiva called "Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam" (Appendix
If we look closely, we can see interconnected systems everywhere we turn. The task is
to identify a natural system from the things you can see when you look outside the
window.
Map out the system, and talk about the factors that interfere with the system, whether
it is temporary or permanent.
Is this a permanent or temporary system?
What causes hindrances to this system?
Does it require some sort of human actions?
What does this system cause to the bigger system of life?
Write the thoughts and reflections that came about when you were doing the activity?
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Session 2 | Assesment

Topic 1: System thinking | Class activity 2

Criteri
Creating a visual representation of the ecosystem
Complexity of the detailed map
Identifying issues in the ecosystem
Clarity in representation


Scoring

Proficient

7-8

Promising

5-6

Excellent

9 - 10

Beginning


Developing


1-2

3-4

Created a

Created a

Created a fairly

visual

visual

complex visual

complex visual

complex visual

representat

representation

representation

representation

representation of

ion of the

of the system

of the system


of the system

the system and

and identified




and identified

identified issues.

some issues.


issues


Shows general clarity










of thought.


syste

m


Created a fairly

Created a fairly





C1




C2
C3
C4

Topic 1: System thinking | Home activity 2

Criteri
Creating a visual representation of the ecosystem
Complexity of the detailed map
Answering the prompts
Clarity in representation
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Scoring
Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Proficient

7-8

Excellent

9 - 10

Created a
visual
representation
of the system
and identified
some issues.






Created a fairly
complex visual
representation
of the system




Created a fairly
complex visual
representation
of the system
and identified
issues





Created a fairly
complex visual
representation of
the system and
identified issues.
Shows general clarity
of thought.




Beginning

1-2
Created a
visual
representat
ion of the
system


C1







C2
C3
C4

Score for topics = Σ Score(activites)/ number of activities

Score for session 1 = Score (Topic 1)
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Session 3 | Resource to product to... resource?

Session overview 



How do we humans make things? Can we use the resources that we borrow from nature
carefully? Students will understand the lifecycle of a product, how resources move from one
state to another, the activities that happen in each phase, and linear and circular lifecycles. 




Session-specific learning objectives

Describe the lifecycle of an object and the different phases of a lifecycle using examples.

Differentiate between a circular and linear lifecycle with an example and identify the
advantages and disadvantages of both

Create a product lifecycle for an object by collecting information from it's manufacturers,
people who use it and those who handle its disposal.

Identify issues in each phase of the lifecycle and suggest alternative solutions

Preparatio

Teacher must go through section 3 of the Information sheet and is advised to visit the
supplementary links given.

The teacher must choose the story to be told to the kids and possibly modify it according to
their context, and must have a product lifecycle for the chosen product.

Ensure students have task books.

During the discussion session, students can sit with their groups and the teacher can go
around and meet each group and clear doubts.

Teachers can also grade students during these discussions.
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Session 3 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Duration

Topic 1: The birth to death of a product - Lifecycle of a product
Long Activity 1/3


Access to other books,

Work + discussion time



internet, paper and

20 mins




writing tools



Introduction


Image of Mrs Preetha's

Get students to settle down. Recollect the story

5 mins





food product ecosystem.



about Mrs Preetha's food product.






Activity 3 (Experience)


Small board (chalk/

50 mins


Students assume the role of the different parts of

marker), board to write




on













the lifecycle of the pickle, and they enact the




process of turning the resource into the final




product, distributing and disposing of it. As they do











this, others note down each step on the board.





Further instructions in next section











Activity 3 task book exercises


Post activity discussion (Observation)


Exposure presentation (Conceptualization)


Exposure ppt 3


Explaining how everything comes from the earth,














has a lifecycle, ends up on earth again. Phases of

10 mins









lifecycle linear & circular, making linear into circular


Discussion 3.1: Can you give a few more examples

5 mins








of linear and circular lifecycles that we see every
day? Does linear always mean bad?

Briefing about home activity 3

Refer to information sheet 3 (content section) 


Long Activity 2/3 (Experimentation)

Applying their learnings about the lifecycle of a

Access to other books,

30 mins


product to their chosen product and exploring what

internet (if available),




can be changed in the way it's made to reduce its

paper and writing

impact.


tools
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Session 3 Plan | Home
Home activity description
Home activity 3:

Students explore the lifecycle of a product further,
specifically about the linear and circular lifecycles/
economy. They are to answer questions and
provide suitable examples. 

Further instructions in next section
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Materials
Access to the internet,
rough paper

Duration
1 hr




Session 3 | Activity Elaboration
Class Activity 3 - How are Mrs Prakash's pickles made?




Group

50 mins

Impromptu skit

Description

Students assume the role of the different parts of the lifecycle of the pickle, and they
enact out the process of turning the resource into the final product, distributing and
disposing it. As they do this, others note down each step on the board, and the teacher in
the end describes each phase of the lifecycle from what they have written.


Why this activity?

The aim of this activity is to get them to understand the various phases of creating a
product, and instead of a simple brainstorm session, acting it out would be a fun and
engaging way of understanding the process. Acting out scenarios also helps students
identify some processes that may not be evident while simply writing or brainstorming.



Preparation
If the original story of Mrs
Preetha’s pickles are used, the
provided diagram can be
reffered to. Or else, the teacher
must create a lifecycle for the
product mentioned in the
modified story. It must include
all 5 stages and a linear and
circular version must be created
and kept ready to teach with.

Learning objectives

Create a product lifecycle for an object by
collecting information from it’s manufacturers,
people who use it and those who handle its
disposal, Identify issues in each phase of the
lifecycle and suggest alternative solutions

Materials required

Small empty chalk board/whiteboard/paper +
chalk/marker, board to write on, rough sheets


Implementation Steps

Students make groups of 4 (or) assemble in their long activity groups.
They are arranged in a random order group after group, and have to stand in a line
next to the center area in the classroom.
The teacher briefs the students that they have to do an impromptu act of people
involved in each stage of the process of making Mrs Preetha’s food item. (5 mins)
Students have 5 minutes to prepare and discuss amongst themselves (5 mins)
One group is assigned the role of noting down the stages performed by the students.
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Each group acts for 2 minutes - move off the stage - next group begins
All students are encouraged to chime in and give suggestions as to what to ac
A small empty chalk board/ paper is given to group 1 - it is assumed to be the starting
raw material. When the group 1 finishes, the final state of that raw material is drawn
on the board and given to the next group.
Every group must hand over their version of the same product to the next group.
example: mango farmers hand over raw mangoes to kirana store, who hands over to
Mrs. Prakash, etc (20 mins)
The activity goes on till the end, when the product reached its final stage. If any groups
are left overm they can act out any parts they think were missed.
The students have to finish the task book exercises for this activity (10 mins)
Material for activity present in information sheet 3
Post activity discussion (10 mins)
Teacher asks whether some of the phases written
on the board could be grouped together.
They are asked whether all products have such
lifecycles, if there are any products that are there
without a lifecycle.

Long Activity 2/3

Group

~ 30 + 30 mins (S2, S3)

During the activity

Ensure that all groups explain
what is happening to the
version of the product they
receive, and also that it is noted
on the main board by the group
responsible for documenting it. 


Lifecycle thinking

Description

Students apply their learnings about the lifecycle of a product to their chosen product,
and explore what can be changed in the way its made to reduce its impact.


Why this activity?


In this specific part of the long activity, they apply what they have learnt about the life
cycle of a product, observe their chosen products lifecycle and identify the issues present
in the existing cycle.
Preparation

Teachers must either use the
provided list of objects for students
to choose from or modify the list
and educate themselves about the
new objects they may have added.
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Learning objectives

Create a product lifecycle for an object by
collecting information from it’s manufacturers,
people who use it and those who handle its
disposal. Identify issues in each phase of the
lifecycle and suggest alternative solutions


Preparation


Learning objective

Teachers must either

Create a product lifecycle for an object by collecting

use the provided list of

information from it’s manufacturers, people who use it

objects for students to

and those who handle its disposal.

choose from or modify

Identify issues in each phase of the lifecycle and suggest

the list and educate

alternative solutions

themselves about the
new objects they may
have added to the list.

Materials required

Rough paper, access to internet, books, other resources


Implementation Steps
For their chosen product, students must create the lifecycle. They can collect
information from internet, factory, users, disposal handlers, transporters, etc.
They must also answer questions such as:
What are the problem areas in each stage of the process?
Can we propose any alternatives? Students have to note these points and bring it
to the next session
If the lifecycle is linear, can it be made circular?
Students are free to go home, do more research and bring it back to school in the next
session, although it is not actively encouraged.
Students must be instructed to document their process clearly for future submission 


During the activity

The teacher must move around each group and discuss with them if they have any
doubts. If the groups finish their work early, this time can be used to complete any
remaining parts of the session.
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Home Activity 3 - Linear vs circular

Individual

1 hr

Lifecycle thinking

Description

Students explore the lifecycle of a product further, specifically about the linear and
circular lifecycles/economy. They are to answer questions and provide suitable examples.


Why this activity?

This activity gets them into analysing the differences between circular and linear
lifecycles, and encourages them to find examples where these statements may not hold.
They now are all the more motivated to disprove something that is said to be true.





Preparation
Teacher can either make a separate list of
objects for this activity, or allow students to
pick their long activity object or any object
of their choice.


Learning objectives

Differentiate between a circular and
linear lifecycle with an example and
identify the advantages and
disadvantages of both



Materials required

Rough paper, access to internet, books,
other resources



mplementation Steps
Students are meant to answer the following prompts with text/images:
Why do you think circular lifecycles/economy are better than linear ones?
Is there any case where the contrary is true?
Are there cases where a linear lifecycle can never be made into a circular one?
Students must pick an object that has a linear lifecycle, elaborate the phases and
answer the following questions.
Are the resources used efficiently and returned to earth in the simplest form?
What kind of issues do you notice in each phase?
Now what can you suggest that could make the lifecycle more efficient, low-impact
and possibly circular?

I
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Session 3 | Assesment

Topic 1: Lifecycle of a product | Class activity 3

Criteri
Participation in class activity
Enthusiasm
Explanation during activity
Mapping out life cycle 


Scoring
Beginning


Developing


Promising


Proficient


Excellent


1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9 - 10

Did not

Participated in

Participated in

Participated in

Participated in class

participate in

class activity


class activity,

class activity,

activity, showed





showed

showed

enthusiasm and took

enthusiam


enthusiasm and

the lead in





took the lead in

explanation and

explanation


volunteered to map





out the lifecycle


class activity






















C1






C2
C3
C4

Topic 1: Lifecycle of a product | Home activity 3

Criteri
Answering the prompts
Elaborating lifecycle
Identifying issues
Suggestions to turn linear into circular cycle
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Scoring

C1

Beginning

1-2

Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Proficient

7-8

Excellent

9 - 10

Answered the
prompts in
exercise
section





Answered the
prompts,
elaborated
lifecycle






Elaborated
lifecycle,
identified issues




Answered the
prompts,
elaborated
lifecycle,
identified issues





Answered the
prompts, elaborated
lifecycle, identified
issues and provided
suggestions to make
lifecycle circular







C2
C3
C4

Score for topics = Σ Score(activites)/ number of activities

Score for session 1 = Score (Topic 1)
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Session 4 & 5 | Sustainability strategies & technologies
Session overview 


Students have identified many issues in both ecosystem and lifecycle. To suggest appropriate
design solutions, can we look into our own lives? Some of our cultures have evolved from old
traditions and practices, that was built on the foundations of coexisting with nature. We can take
forward many of these principles, use it in creating products and systems, along with new
scientific technologies that can augment our efforts.



Session-specific learning objectives
List sustainable design strategies to be followed while designing products, with examples
from their own lives.
Describe the various kinds of sustainable technologies and provide an example for their
application
Elaborate what is meant by grassroot level innovation and explain why grassroot inventors
tend to create sustainable solutions
Find sustainability solutions inspired by their own context and implement them in the
redesign of the product

Preparatio
Teacher must go through Information sheet 4, and is advised to visit the supplementary links
given
Ensure students have task books
During the discussion session, students can sit with their groups and teacher can go around
and meet each group and clear doubts.
Teacher can also grade students during these discussions
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Session 4 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Duration

Topic 1: Sustainable design strategies from our daily lives
Long Activity 2/3


Access to other books,

Work + discussion time



internet (if available),

30 mins




paper and writing
Introduction


tools







5 mins







Activity 4 (Experience)


Board, chalk/marker,

40 mins


Students use charades to help their teammates the

chits with strategies




different sustainability strategies, with the help of

written on them,










their own findings from their previous exercises,

basket, timer


and the team with most points wins.





Further instructions in next section









We now know how to identify the problems, how
can we approach the solutions? We do certain
things in our own lives and call them sustainable,
can we learn from those things?



Post activity discussion (Observation)


Exposure presentation (Conceptualization)


Exposure ppt 4


Explaining some of the strategies discussed with




10 mins











contextual examples apart from how we can design
stuff, we can think about what we can use to design
it. Introducing to sustainable technologies, various
types.






Topic 2: Sustainable Technologies

Discussion 4.1: Technology - what have students
learnt already? New technologies, sustainable tech
that they know. What are some of the latest ones
they are aware of?

Refer to information sheet 4 (content section) 

Briefing about home activity 4
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5 mins


Events

Materials

Exposure presentation 


Exposure ppt 4.2


Different kinds of sustainable technologies,







Duration
5 mins






examples of cutting edge tech that has helped solve
sustainability problems.



Long Activity 3/3 (Experimentation)


Access to other books,

Students apply their knowledge of sustainability

internet (if available),

strategies and technologies to redesign their

paper and writing tools

30 mins

chosen product.


Session 4 Plan | Home
Home activity description

Materials

Duration

Home activity 4:


Access to the internet,

1 hr


Understanding sustainable technologies with the

rough paper




help of case studies from daily live

Further instructions in next section
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Session 4 | Activity Elaboration
Class Activity 4 - Strategy charades

Group

40 mins

Charades

Description

Students use charades to help their teammates the different sustainability strategies, with
the help of their own findings from their previous exercises as clues, and the team with
most points wins.


Why this activity?

The aim is to get students to find their own ways to explain sustainability strategies to the
rest of the class, driving home the meaning and how it can be applied to products. They
will bruising their own findings and collective experiences to convey the strategies to their
classmates. Suppose the strategy chosen is “full utilization of products”, they could draw
the pickle jar and the inability to access the pickle stuck at a corner of a jar. 


Preparation
Teacher must write the various
sustainability strategies in pieces of
paper, fold them and put them in the
basket. More strategies can be added.
Teacher must be prepared to give a
demo of one of the strategies

Implementation Steps

Learning objectives

List sustainable design strategies to be
followed while designing products, with
examples from their own lives.

Materials required

Rough papers/one sided papers, basket,
board to write on, timer (app)



Class is split into two, and one person is picked from both groups, who will do the
charades (actors).
They stand in front of the board / hold a notebook up
Teacher first acts out one sustainability strategy to explain how to play the game.
They are given a bowl full of chits. Both actors have to pick up a chit from a bowl of
chits, containing the various sustainability strategies
Drawings and actions can be used to convey to the rest of the team what the strategy
is, and the team who finds it first is the winning team.
Actors can also refer to problems identified in previous discussions with group mates
After this, the present actors choose other actors from their teams
There is a 3 minute time limit for each word.
Material for activity present in information sheet 4
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Post activity discussion
Students can be asked to list out all the strategies they
identifie
Will be asked if they can think of any other strategies over
and above the ones listed, based on the solutions they
proposed in the previous sessions

Long Activity 3/3

Group

~ 30 + 60 mins (S4, S5)

During the activity

Teacher can assist
students struggling to
either explain or guess
the strategy



Product redesign

Description

This is the final activity and presentation in which they apply their knowledge of
sustainability strategies to redesign their chosen product. (At this point students would be
familiar with making sketches and ideation for product redesign). They also have to
present the product in a creative manner of their choice.


Why this activity?

In this specific part of the long activity, They put all their learnings together, and their
newly gained knowledge about sustainability strategies to use and redesign their chosen
product. It is a conclusive activity that makes them use everything they learnt in this
particular module, therefore reinforcing their understanding.




Preparation

The teacher can put up the various
sustainability strateries on the board
where it is visible to the students. Before
they proceed with the redesign and after
the class activity. Students can be urged
to add to this list so that others can
benefit too.



Learning objective
Find sustainability solutions inspired by
their own context and implement them
in the redesign of the product
aterials required

Paper, access to internet, books, other
resources, Chart paper + sticky notes with
sustainability strategies written 


M

Implementation Steps
For their chosen product, students have to identify if any sustainability strategies have
been used in their product?
Does this product need the intervention of any new materials or sustainable
technology?
Redesign the product, its lifecycle based on what they have learnt in other design
modules.
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How would the ecosystem change after the redesign?
If sustainable technology is needed, how could they incorporate it with the least
impact?
Redesign must be presented through a short 6 to 8 minute skit in a creative manner. It
could be:
a skit of someone using their product,
advertisement
How their product is created
any other interesting medium. The more creative, the better.


During the activity

The teacher must move around each group and discuss with them if they have any
doubts. If the groups finish their work early, this time can be used to complete any
remaining parts of the session.



Home activity 4 - Sustainable technologies 




Individual

1 hr

Research

Description

Students will pick an instance where technology has helped solve a sustainability issue
and answer some questions. 


Why this activity?

Students can explore sustainable technologies with an example from their own lifes,
which makes it a simple example, and easier to understand. This helps in their
understanding of the kinds of sustainable technology.




Preparation
Teacher can either make a separate list of
case studies for this activity, or allow
students to pick their long activity object or
any object of their choice.
Teacher must brief the students about the
three kinds of sustainable technologies
before this activity.
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Learning objectives

Describe the various kinds of
sustainable technologies and provide
an example for their application



Materials required

Access to the internet or other
resources.


Implementation Steps
Students must pick an instance where technology has helped solve a sustainability
issue with respect to a product.
Examples are: wooden stoves -> bio fuel stoves, street lamps -> solar lamps
Students then have to answer the following
What kind of technology is this? Substitution, prevention of efficiency?
Did the use of this technology lead to any other problems?
Can you suggest any other alternatives?
When do you think intervention of technology is needed?
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Session 5 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Long Activity 3/3


Access to other books,

Work + discussion time


internet (if available),




paper and writing tools

Duration
60 mins




60 mins

Presentation session preparation

The whole 2 hour session is allotted for the final
presentations. Students are asked to find a creative
way to concisely present their redesign and be
prepared for the rapid fire round of questions by
the other students and teacher. 




Session 5 Plan | Home
Home activity description

Materials

Duration

Home activity 5:


Access to the internet,

1 hr


Students will understand the concept of grassroots

rough paper




innovation, how it varies from the product design
that happens in the market, how the motivation
and the people involved differs because the
inventors know the system well.

Refer to information sheet 4
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Home Activity 5 - Grassroots innovation




Individual

1 hr

Research

Description

Students will understand the concept of grassroots innovation, how it varies from the
product design that happens in the market, how the motivation and the people involved
differs because the inventors know the system inside out


Why this activity?

Students can explore grassroots innovation by visiting the website of the Indian
government and doing some more research on their own. On doing so, it becomes more
like a research task than an assignment which.





Preparation
Ensure students are able to access the
links of the grassroots innovations
website.


Learning objectives

Elaborate what is meant by grassroot
level innovation and explain why
grassroot inventors tend to create
sustainable solutions



Materials required

Taskbook, access to internet, books,
other resources



Implementation Steps
Students must first watch this video about Mitticool, a fridge made of clay:
Mansukhbhai Prajapati: Making earth look cool - YouTube (Or read article in the
information sheet) Mitticool is an example of a grassroot innovation
Students are then encouraged to visit Grassroot Innovations | India Science,
Technology & Innovation (indiascienceandtechnology.gov.in)
They are to pick one of the grassroot innovation and answer the following questions:
Why was this product designed? what was the motivation?
Who invented this product?
What can you comment on the level of resource use?
How are these products different from those available in the market?
Do you think grassroot inventors tend to create sustainable solutions? Justify your
answer?
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Session 4 & 5 | Assesment

Topic 1: Sustainability strategies | Class activity 4

Criteri
Presence in the activity
Lists the sustainability strategies in the task book
Enthusiasm in activity 


Scoring
Beginning


Developing


1-2

3-4

Promising


Proficient


Excellent


5-6

7-8

9 - 10

Enthusiastic

Enthusiastic

Participation in

Enthusiastic

in the activity


participation

participation in

the activity and

participation in the





in the activity


the activity and

noted all

activity and noted all





noted some

strategies in task

strategies in task

strategies in

book


book


task book

















Participation









C1









C2
C3

Topic 2: Sustainability technologies| Home activity 4

Criteri
Number of questions answered (Q)
Level of detail of the answers
Novelty of chosen topic
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Scoring
Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Proficient

7-8

Excellent

9 - 10

Novel topic
chosen but
questions
answered in
vague manner





Questions have
been answered
with a certain
amount of
detail but topic
is not novel





Questions have
been answered
with a lot of
detail but topic is
not novel





Questions have
been answered with
a lot of detail and
topic is novel





Beginning

1-2
Questions
have been
answered, in
a vague
manner








C1






C2
C3





























Topic 3: Grassroot innovation | Home activity 5
Criteri
Understanding about invention
Opinions on the level of resource use
Justification to final question
Level of detail of the answers
Beginning

1-2

Developing

3-4

Only wrote
briefly about
the invention




Only wrote
about the
invention in
detail







C1

Promising

5-6
Wrote about the

invention in
detail and gaave
opinions on
resource use








C2

Excellent

9 - 10

Proficient

7-8
Wrote about the

invention in detail,
gave opinions on
resource use,
answered final
question






Wrote about the

invention, gave
opinions on resource
use, answered final
question with clarity








C3
C4

Score for topics = Σ Score(activites)/ number of activities

Score for session 1 = Score (Topic 1)
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Session 6 | Presentation day
Session overview 


The whole 2 hour session is allotted for the final presentations. Students are asked to present
their skit, and be ready for the rapid fire round of questions by the other students and teacher.
Students are also encouraged to constructively criticize every group that presents. Finally
everyone reflects on their experiences during this course




Session-specific learning objectives
Redesign the chosen product using sustainability strategies and modify the ecosystem map/
lifecycle accordingly.
Present redesign in a concise and creative manner
Defend their choices for the redesign and answer the questions posed by teachers and
classmates.
Constructively criticize other teams' redesigns, pointing out what went right and what went
wrong.

Preparatio
Teacher must go through section 5 of the Information shee
Ensure students have task books
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Session 6 Plan | Class
Events

Materials

Duration
10 mins






Introduction and setup

Deciding order of presentation, getting class to
settle down and be ready, saying the general rules.

Refer to information sheet 5



Presentations


Timer, props by group

Groups present their redesign ideas to the class as

(if any)


teacher listens and students ask questions.






100 mins





Final reflection + feedback session


10 mins








Session 6 Plan | Home
Home activity description
Home activity 6:

Final reflection and feedback 


Materials
Taskbook

Duration
1 hr




Further instructions in next section
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Session 6 | Activity Elaboration
Home Activity 6 - Final reflection




Individual

1 hr

Reflection

Description

This helps understand whether this module has brought on any change in the attitudes of
students. It can help develop the module further for the next academic sessions.


Implementation step
Students must answer the final set of questions in the end of the taskbook. The
questions are as follows:
As a future creator/designer/engineer, what is your role in shaping the future?
Do you think it is important to consider all aspects pertaining to a decision before
making it, what will be the consequence if we do or do not do that? Does it matter if
it is a simple of complicated decision?
Do you think we should start designing sustainably now? What would you comment
on the urgency with which this needs to be done?
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Long activity Assesment
Topic 1: Lifecycle of a product | Class activity 3
Criteri
Ecosystem of product
Lifecycle of product
Application of sustainability strategies (Redesign)
Final presentation
Creativity, enthusiasm

Scoring
Beginning

1-2

C1
C2
C3
C4
C4

Developing

3-4

Promising

5-6

Proficient

7-8

Excellent

9 - 10
Ecosystem of Only the
The ecosystem The ecosystem The ecosystem and
existing
ecosystem of and lifecycle of and lifecycle of lifecycle of the
product
the product the product was the product was product was
created

was conveyed conveyed in
conveyed and conveyed, redesigned
product was



in the
presentation
 redesigned
presented in a novel
presentation
 


product was
and creative manner







presented



































Score for topics = Σ Score(activites)/ number of activities

Score for session 1 = Score (Topic 1)
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Final grading
The final score is ∑ Score(Sessions(1, 2, 3, 4&5, 6) / 5, which is then translated into grade using
this table:
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